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Introduction

Weighted orbital integrals are distributions on reductive groups over a loeal
field or an adele ring, they arose in the Selberg-Arthur traee formula for nOIl
compact quotients as a result of a truneation process. Unlike the usual orbital
integrals they are not invariant under inner automorphisms of the group. Using
weighted orbital integrals and their dual an alogueB , the weighted charaeters,
J. Arthur has eonstructed invariant distributions IM and proved an invariant
traee formula, whieh is an identity beetween thern. Undcr Fourier transform,
invariant distributions on the group map to sealar-valued distributions on the
unitary dual of the group, whereas non-invariant distributions yield operator
valued Fourier transforms. Jf oue were able to ea1culate the Fourier transforms
of the invariant distributions IM, then the invariant traee formula could be
written as an identity between distributions on the unitary dual just as in the
classical case of SL(2, IR). Since the definition of IM is rather involved, this is
apparently too much to hope for in general. In fact, many applications of the
trace formula have been carried out without this precise information.

However, as we shall see in the present paper, the Fourier transforms of the
distributions IM ean be explieitly ealculated in the case when we eonsider a
semisimple Lie group of real rank one. A good deal of work in this direction
has been done by R. Herb et al. in [6] and G. Warner in [17], and we shaH
make use of it. As indieated in the introduction to [1], there is also unpublishcd
work of J. Arthur on this question, although to my knowledge he did not obtain
an explieit formula either. Our approach is to utilize the differential equatiolls
satisfied by weighted orbital integrals together with information about their
asymptotie behaviour and their jumps at the singular set. This certainly re
stricts the method to the ease of real groups. Recently, J. Arthur has shown in
[4] with the help of his Iocal traee formula that, for reduetive groups over any
local field of eharaeteristic zero, the Fourier transforms of the IM are distribu
tions represented by smooth functions on a parameter spaee for the tempered
dual.

We shaH also express the distribut.ion 1M as an integral transform (on certain
subtori) of ordinary orbital integrals. SurprisinglYl it turns out that thc kerncl
of this integral transform is a rational expression in charaeters of the tori. It
would be interesting to know whether this fact follows from a general principle.
We remark that in the present case IM is thereby explicit.ly ealculated as a
distribution on the group.

The paper is organized as folIows. In the first seetion, we shaH give the
basic definitions and state our main result., a formula for thc Fourier t.ransform
Op of a distribution I pl whoBe study is equivalent to thaI. of IM. For the time
being, we shal! restrict ourselves to regular orbits. The proof occupies sections
2-4. Namely, in sedion 2 we shaH eolleet the properties of Op, in partieular,
a differential equation it satisfies. In section 3, we shall find and investigate
a particular solution Op of this differential equation, and it will be shown in



section 4 that f"lp = Op. The distribution Ip will be expressed as an integral
transform of ordinary orbital integrals in seetion 5, and in seetion 6 the main
result will be extended to any orbit for whieh IM may be defined.

1 The main result

Suppose G is a connected semisimple Lie group of real rank one contained in its
simply connected complexification Ge with Lie algebra oe =9 ~ C. We denote
by G' the set of regular semisimple elements. This means that 9 E G' iff the
centralizer Gg of 9 ia a Cartan subgroup of G. The Weyl discriminant of 9 E G
IS

DG (g) ~ det(Id - Ad(g))g/gg'

Giyen 9 E G' and a fu nction f in the Schwartz space C(G) (see [9], p, 19), the
orbital integral ia defined as

JG(g,f) = IDG(g)1 1
/

2 j f(xgx-1)dx.
G/G'J

(1)

It depends on the choice of the Haar measures on G and Gg • One knows that
the integral is absolutely eonvergent. The distribution Ja(g) is invariant, which
means that Ja(g, JY) = Ja(g, f) for y E C, where fY (x) = f(yxy-l). Moreover,
it ia tempered, i. e., a continuous linear functional on C(G).

]n order to define the weighted orbital integral, we need some preparation.
Let M be a Levi subgroup of C, i. e., a Levi component of a parabolic suhgroup
P of C, and suppose that M 1= G. Then M is the eentralizer in G of a unique
maximal (i. e., one-dimensional) IR-split torus AR =exp aR, aod M =MI AR,
where MI is a compaet subgroup. In fact, M is a Levi eomponent of two different
parabolic subgroups P = MN and P = MN, whose unipotent radicals are N
and N. The roots of aR in n determine a positive chamher (half-line) Cp in
UR, and we fix some Ap E 0R with positive values on Cp to normalize the Haar
measure on AR = exp OR. Of course, A15 = -Ap. Ir m E Mn G', we shaH
assurne that the Haar measure on the Cartan subgroup A = Gm C M used in
the definition of JG(m, f) is the product of the measure on AR dctermined by
Ap and the measure on AI = An MT of total mass one.

Fix now a maximal compact suhgroup K of G. Wc mention in passing that
the symmetrie space K\G ia a hyperbolie space over either the real numbers,
the complex numbers, the quaternions or the octonions. Duc to the Iwasawa
decom posi tion one can define maps Hp , Hp : G ---+ ClR by

F/p(kan) = loga, Hp(kan) =loga for all k E K, a E AR, nE N and Tl E N.

The function v(x) =Ap(Hp(x)-Hp(x)) ia positive-valued and has the property
v(xm) = v(x) for mE M. Given m E Mn G' and JE C(G), in our particular
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ease the weighted orbital integral is defined aB

(2)

The integral is absolutely eonvergent and defines a noninvariant tempered dis
tribution (see [1]). Note that it ia independent of >'p and proportional to the
Haar measure on G.

While (weighted) orbital integrals appear on the geometrie side of the traee
formula, the eorresponding objeets on the spectral side are (weighted) ehar
aeters. Let Gtemp denote the set of equivalence classes of irredueible tem
pered (henee unitary) representations of G. For any 7T E Gtemp , its character
871: (f) = Tr(7r(/)) is an invariant tempered distribution, whieh is proportional
to the Haar measure on G. (For the definition and traeeability of 1r(f) for
/ E C(G), see [17], Lemma 11.1.) To stress the analogy with the geometrie
side, one sometimes writes Ja(7T, f) = 671:(/). By Harish-Chandra's regularity
theorem, 871: is represented by an analytie function on GI, which is usually de
noted by 811"' too. For auy representation 7T, we shall denote the eontragredient
representation by 'lf. If 7T is unitary, then Si" = 871:'

Let us fix notations eoncerning the prineipal series of G. Let M denote
the set of equivalence classea of irredueible (thus finite-dimensional) unitary
representations of M = MI AR. Any u E M may be twisted by >. E uR C =
o:R0C aeeording to u).(ma) =O'(ma)a\ where (exp(H))). =e).(H) for HE OR.

If we eonsider AlI as a subset of M in the obvious way, we get a bijeetion
A1I x iaR--+ M. The indueed representation 1rP,u). := Ind~(6j!2 0',\) aets on the
spaee Hp,u).. of classes of measurable functions <p : G --+ Vo satisfying <pIK E

L2(K, Va) and <,b(xmn) = 6p(m)-1/2u).(m)-1~(x) for m E M, n E N and
a. e. x E G. Here 6p (m) = Idet Adn(m)l.

In order to define weighted eharaeters, we need the intertwining operators
J PIP(O'>') : 1ip,u), --+ 1ip,u).. defined for u E MI and Re>. positive on Cp by

and satisfying
JPIP(u).)7rP,IJ), (x) = 7rp,o>. (x)JPIP(lT).).

Note that restrieting functions to K defines an isomorphism up(u).) : 1{p,u), --+

1iu , where the spaee 'Ho is independent of >.. If we eonsider JPIP(O'>') as an
operator in H u via up(u>.) and up(u>.), its restriction to K-finite vectors admits
a meromorphie eontinuation to >. E aR,e' If >. E iaR, A ::j:. 0, then 1rp,o>. is
irreducible and JPIP(0'>.) is invertible. The Plancherel density J-l( 0'>.) ia defined
by

(3)
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It is known that 1rp,u is reducible iff er ia WeG, AR)-stable and r(u) =f:. 0 (see [14},
Theorem 5).

If <p is a function of a;. meromorphic in .A we shall use the abbreviation

Let u E M with r(a) =f:. 0 and f E C(G). Then in our particular case the
weighted character ia defined as

where the derivative is defined for the operator in 'H.. q • Jp (u) ia a noninvariant
tempered distribution, which is proportional to the Haar measure on G and
inversely proportional to .Ap. It does not depend on the Haar measure on N
used to define JplP(u).

In [3}, J. Arthur actually defines a slightly different distribution JM (a, f)
using normalized intertwining operators RPIP (a) = r PIP (0-) -1 JPIP (u) instead
of JPIP(o-), where the functiona rpIP(u) satisfy the analogue of (3). However,
the obvious relation

8p rpIP(a)
JM(a, f) = Jp(o-, j) + ( ) e~<T(f)

rPIP u

allows one to pass back and forth. Here, we have denoted the equivalence class
of 1rp,u by 1I"q. Unlike JM(o-), Jp(u) is sensitive to the permutation of P and P:

apr(0-)
Jp(o-,f)=Jp(u,j)- r(o-) e~<T(f). (4)

Also, the distribution JM(o-) has the advantage of being defined for all 0- E M,
but it depends on the possible choices of rPIP' Nevertheless, far reasons which
will become cIear later we prefer to work with Jp(o-).

If f E C;o(G), then 7rp,u>. (f) is an entire function in.A. In section 2 we shall
see that, for er E Mr,

(5)

where 2n(a) ia the order of the zero of p(a)..) at ,.\ = O.
Now we are going to recall the nation of invariant Fourier transform . Remem

ber that Gtemp ia the union of three disjoint sets: the discrete series GdulJ the
set of the irreducible components of all reducible 7rp,q (two per each, which are
called limits of diacrete series), and the principal seriea, which is parametrized
by the set WeG, AR)\M from which the o-'a with reducible 1rp,u have been re
moved. If f E C(G), then 7T f---+ 871:(f) ia a function on Gtemp . In this way one
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gets a map tPa from C(C) into the space of functions on (\emp. It is the content
of the trace Payley-Wiener theorem ([4], appendix) to describe the image X(C)
of <Pa and the finest topology on it such that tPG will be continuous.

Let 1 be an invariant distribution on C(G). Ir 1 is "supported on charact.ers",
i. e' l if it vanishes on the kernel of tPa (which is likely La be always true),
it determines a distribution j on 7(G) by j(tPa(!)) = l(f). One calls i tbe
(invariant) Fourier transform of I. Ta caiclilate it , one has thus to exhibit l(f)
in terms of the cbaracters 8w-(fL 1T E Gtemp .

E. g., the Fourier transform of the eS-distribution at la is tbc Plancherel
measure. The Fourier transform of the orbital integral Ja(m) for m E Mn G'
is also weil known ([15], p. 16):

Ja(m,!) = IDM(m)1
1

/
2 ~ 2~i Ja- 8,,_~(m)8 ..... ~ (f)d>',

oEM, R

where iOR is oriented by i>'p and d>. is defined by d( ZAp) = dz. Here 8 0 is
the charader of the finite-dimensional representation er , and DM is defined by
analogy to Da. In the sequel it will be convenient to eombine thc sum over !Yh
and the integral over io:R into an integral over M as

(6)

(7)

with the obvious interpretation. Sometimes we shall indieate the dependance
on the ambient group by an upper index like JG = Jg, J M = Jft ete. One
may similarly define the orbital integral on M (tbe Haar measures on compaet
groups being normalized to total mass one) by

for m E M' and h E C(M). Its Fourier transform ean be read off from the
well-known identity

J:/ (m, h) = IDM(m)ll/2~ r 8,,(m)8 0 (h) der.
21TZJM

In [3], section 10, J. Arthur has defined invariant distributions 1M (m), m E
M n C', The general procedure simplifies eonsiderably in our real rank one
situation. Let tPM be the map whieh assigns to each ! E C(C) the function
er 1-+ JM(U, f) on M. Due to th simple strueture of M it is clear timt 7(M) is
the Schwartz space on M in the obvious sense. lt follows from [17], p. 99

1
that

<PM is a eontinuous map from C(G) to I(M). Denoting the invariant Fourier
transform of J1: (m) by Jg: (m), one tben defines the tempered distribution
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Note that 1JM (I) is proportional LO the Haar measure on G, as is JM (m, I)·
Using (7), this can be written as

As noted earlier, instead of JM(U) we use Jp(u), which ia constructed from
unnormalized intertwining operators. However, the latter have poles on the set
M = A1] x iaR C MI x aR,e' Let Lhus Dp,t7 be a contour in aR,e which goes
along iOR in the direction iAp but evades zero to the side of Ap if JPIP(u>.)

has a pole at A = O. Put Dp = {u>. : u E kh, A E Dp,q} with the inherited
orientation. If 1 E C~(G)J then Jp(U>'1 I) is meromorphic in A, and we may
define the distribution

for m E Mn G'. The contour integral can be written as a Cauchy principal
value plus half a residue:

Ip(m, I) =JM(m, I) -IDM(m)ll/2-21. p.v. ( 8 q(m)Jp(u, f) du
'1TZ JM

-IDM (m)1 1
/

2 E n~u) eit(m)e~g(f), (8)
IYEM r

where n(u) are the integrers [rom (5). The distributions Ip(m) differ [rom
hr(m) by a term which is already expressed in terms of characters:

1/2 1 1 8prplP(u)
Ip(m J f) = IM(m J f) + IDM(m)1 -2' p.v.. 8 6 (m) ( ) e~,(f) du

'lfZ M rPIP U

-IDM(m)1 1
/

2 L n~) 8 it (m)8r , (f).
t7EMr

It is esy to check that the logarithmic derivative of rPIP(u) is slowly increasing

on M (see [17], p. 99). Since Arthur's distributions IM(m) are tempered and
invariant, so are the /p(m)J and it suffices to calculate the invariant Fourier
transform of the latter.

Let us fix the Cartan subgroup A = Gm as above and study /p(a) for
a E A' =An G'. Choose a half-system :E of positive roots for (rnc, oe). The
union of :E with the set of roots of (ge J ac) whose restrictiona to Cp are posi tive
valued gives a half-system Ep of positive roots for (ge, oe). We write Ha E oe
for the coroot corresponding to 0' E ±Ep, i. e., O'/(Ha ) E Z for all 0" E Ep ,

O'(Ha ) = 2. It ia elear that A' ={a E A : aa "# 1 for 0' E Ep}. Let A" ={a E
A : aa =1= 1 for 0' E Et}, where Et = Ep \ E is the set of positive complex or
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real roots. By [1]' Lemma 1.1, the set Ep contains areal raoi (which we denote
by ß) iff rk G = rk J( iff (by classification) K\G is not an odd-dimensional real
hyperbolic space. Ir ß exists, we introduee , = exp(1riHß) E Ge. It lies in
the centre of MI and satisfies ,2 = 1. It is known (see [8], §24) that Al and
MI are connected except for dirn K\G = 2, i. e., except for G isomorphie to
SL(2,lR) or a produet of the latter with a compact group. lf G = SL(2,lR), then
AI = MI = {I,,}.

Let AA C ia- be the set of A-integral weights, so that AA = AAl + iaR
with the obvious meaning. The expression a A makes sense for any a E AO and
.A E AA. Since Ge is simply eonnected by assumption, G is acceptable. Thus,
PE = ! LaEE Q' belangs to AAl' and

ßE(CXP H) = II (e a (H){2 - e- a (1I){2)

aEE

correctly defines a function ßE on A. One has ßE(a) = cE(a)IDM (a)1 1{2 for
all a E An M', where cE is locally constant and satisfies cE(a)4 = 1. Recall the
Weyl character formula

ßE(a)8q (a) = L det(w)aWA
,

wEW(M,A)

where ..\ - PE E AA ia the E-highest weight of u E Nt. lncidentally, if u E MI
(and thus ..\ - PE E AAl)' then

1 {I, if ß exisis and sgnu = 1,
neu) = 2"#({a E Et \ {ß} : ..\(Ha ) = On +

o otherwise

(cf. [17], pp. 92-95), where sgnu = u(,) ifdimK\G = 2, and sgnu = _/A in all
other cases. We shall need the character CAI (w) = (-1)#(wEn - E) of W(G, A),
which may not coincide with det(w) for w fI. WeM, A) (see Lemma 1).

Now we are ready to state the main result, giving the Fourier transform of
Ip(a). Aetually, we ahall consider Ip,E(a) = cE(a)/p(a). Let us write .6.E(a) =
ßE(a)1 det(Id - Ad(a))g{mt 1{2, then .6.E(a) = EE(a)IDa(a)11{2 for a E A',

Theorem 1 Th~re exists a function Üp,E on A' x ir which is WeG, AR )

invariant in the second argument and such, that

Ip,E(a, f) = -~E(a) L 8:t(a)8 x (f) + 2~i 11 üp,E(a , O')81(,,(f) du
'll"EGdl l

for all a E A' an d fEe (G) I th e sum and th e integral being absolutely conver
gent. Moreover, the function ÜP,E extends real-analytically to A" x M\ AI X MI,
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and for (T IA R i: 1 it equals

If a-n(a I )' i/ aAp > 1, else

2
1 '" A '" 1 n - WA f cwLJ €M(w)a

W LJ Ap(Ha ) x n=oo ncw C

(2: a Daß 1r sgn (T )
wEW(G,A) aEE+ +

P n=O n + WA(Hcw ) sin 1rWA(Hß) ,

where A - PE is the E.highest weight 0/ (T, Ap is exte1lded to oe in the obvious
way, 1r = 3.14 ..., and bcwß equals one il Cl' = ß and zero otherwise. 11 A is not
eonneet ed, then the eh aracter a A 01 A 0 has to be so exte nded th at JA =u(1')' The
senes are absolutely eonvergent and may be written as Gaussian hypergeometrie
senes.

The I-form du introduced in (6) is inversely proportional to Ap, while üp
is proportional to Ap, as it should be. Further, A(Iiß) is purely imaginary, 80

there is actually the hyperbolic sine of areal number in the denominator .
The cont ri bu tion of 6dis to the Fourier transform of Jp (a) (or of JM (a),

what amounts to the same) has been calculated in [1] and interpreted in the
form cited here in [2] (of course, in much greater generality). The reasen for its
simple form has been elucidated in [5].

It might seem that the function ÜP,E had already been calculated in [17].
The point, however, is not only that the result is stated there aB an infinite
series of integrals which can hardly be computed explicitely, but that the proof
relies (on p. 70) on the evenness of ÜP,E in tbe variable aR E AR, which is not
satisfied. Even if this were true, the conclusion drawn from it might be false, as
the function sinh on (0,00) may very weil be extended to an even function on
IR \ {O}. Regardless of this mistake, we shaH extrad from [17] the existence and
smoothness of ÜP,E for a AP > land its limit as a AP -+ +00. The smoothness
on A' alone has meanwhile been established for rcductive groups of arbitrary
rank over local fields of characteristic zero in [4]. In the case G ~ SL(2,IR.),
aAP > I, our result has been obtained in [6] up to the calculation of an integral.
In the present form it can be found in [12], Proposition 7.

2 Properties of the distributions
and their Fourier transforms

We shaH now review some properties of the distributions defined in section 2.
First of all , the proof of Lemma 13.1 in [3] given for adelic groups can be
translated to real groups, showing that Ip(m, f) is independent of the choice of
K. More explicitly, if one defines analogous distributions JM(m, f) and Jp(u, I)
using a different maximal compaet subgroup K' = y-l Ky of Cl then

J~{(m, I) =JM(m, fJ) - v(y)Ja(m, f),
Jp(U l I) = Jp(u, fI) - v(y)8 lr , (I).
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Inserting this into (S) and using (6) and the invariance of IM(m) proved in [3]
one gets the assertion.

Fix a non-compact Cartan subgroup A of G as in Theorem 1. Since aB such
A 's are conjugate, we may ehoose a maximal compact subgroup K of G such
that A iB stable under the corresponding Cartan involution O. This places HS in
the situation of [1], where thc distributions

TJ(a) =.&E(a) ( j(xax-1)v(x)dx
Ja/A

have been eonsidered. RecaB also that

is Harish-Chandra's invariant integral with respect to A, which provides a con
tinuous map C(C) ---+ C(A). If a E A', then TJ(a) = t:I;(a)JM(a, f) and
FJ(a) = t:I;(a)Ja(a, f). According to [1], Lemma3.1, TJ(a) is a tempered distri
bution for a E A \ AI under the assumption that rk G =rk JC This assumption
is, however, not used in the proof, which also applies if a E A". Indeed, if there
is no real root, then n ia abelian, and the invertibility of Idn - Adn(Oa) needed
in the proof is satiafied for a E A". If f E C~ (G), then TJ ia clearly smooth
on A", because it is then defined by an absolutely convergent integral. More
over, it follows from [2], LemmaS.l, that TJ is smooth on A' even for JE C(C),
and that the map f l---+ TJ In extends to a continuolls linear map from C(C) t.o
Coo(O) for any relatively compact open subset n of A'. (One could replaee A'
by A'J here, but this is of 00 great importance,)

Next we come to the differential equations. We choose a non-degenerate
Acl(Cc)-invariant symmetrie bilinear form (., .) (e. g., the Killing form) on gc
which restricts to a negative definite form on r. Its restriction to oe gives
rise to a bijeetion oe ---+ oe and abilinear form on oe which we denote in
the same way. The latter is a W(9C, ac)-invariant element of the symmetrie
algebra of oe and defines a second-order differential operator D on A. Let
w be the element of the centre of the universal enveloping algebra of ge which
corresponda to Dunder the Harish-Chandra isomorphism. Then w - (PEp, PEp)
is the Casimir element corresponding to (. , .). Generalizing Harish-Chandra's
formula FwJ(a) = DFJ(a), Theorem 5.1 of [1] asserts that, for a E A",

where

If u E M has E-highest weight A - PE, then 1rp,q(wJ) = (A, A)1rp,q(f) and
thus Jp(u,wf) = (A, A)Jp(u, f). Weyl's character formula implies D(ßE8 q ) =

9



(A, A}ßE8u ,and from (8) one now easily deduces that

(9)

Similar differential equations associated with aH elements of the centre of the
universal enveloping algebra are satisfied , but we shall not need them. No
general closed formula for the corresponding Q's seems to be known.

Let UB now consider the behaviour of our distributions under the action of
W(G , A) on a E A. For later use , we prove

Lemma 1 There is a direct product decomposition

W(G, A) = W(M, A) x {l, wo}

with woE = E. Moreover,

(
{

det/(w),
€M w) =

det(w)

where det/ denotes the determinant in a/.

Proo/. There ia a natural exact sequence

if ß exists]

otherwise]

1 -+ W(M, A) -+ W(G, A) -+ W(G, AR) --t 1. (10)

The exactness in the term W(G, AR) follows from the fact that aH Cartan
subgroupB of Mare conjugate. Since W(M ,A) acts transitivelyon the set. of
bases for the root system EU-E, one ean find an element Wo E W(G, A) with
woE = E which is mapped on the nontrivial element of W(G,A R ). Thus, the
sequence (10) splits. Ir there exists areal root ß E Ep, then Wo is , of course,
the simple reflection Sß. Otherwise, Wo depends on E.

As the formula for €M (w) is obvious for w E W(M, A), it remains to prove
it for w = Wo. If Wo is trivial on aj, then it is a simple reflection in Oj, and there
exists areal root. So we are in tbe first case, and there is nothing to prove. In
the second case, Wo is nontrivial on 0/. But an automorphism of order two of a
root system of type Dn , n ~ 2, preserving a set of positive roots has determinant
-1. Thus, det[(wo) = detR(wo) = -1, as asscrted. (Für n = 1, the assertion
can be checked immediately.) 0

Let w E W(G, A) and choose a representative y E J( for w. Then we have
Hwp(xy-l) wHp(x), hence v(xy-l) = V(X), and the obvious substitution
yields

JM(wa, f) = JM(a , f). (11)

The analogous property of JG(a , f) is well known. Now consider the map j :
1{p,u -+ 1iw P,wu or 1iu -+ 1iwu given by U</J)(x) = </J(xy). Of course, wP
and wu depcnd only on the image cf w in W(G, An). We have

j1rP,u(x) = 1rw p,WU(X)j, jJplP(u) = JwPlwp(wu)j.

10



Since 8wp</J(wu) = ap</J(CT) and j commutes with Up(CT), we get

Jwp(WCT, f) = Jp(CT, f)· (12)

Combining now the definition (8) with (11), (12) and the identity 8 wo (wa) =
8 0 (a), we obtain

Iwp(wa, f) = Ip(a, f). (13)

Let us tie up a loose end: the proof of equation (5). Ir a continuous represen
tation 1T acts on a topological vector space, there is a representation 1T* on tbe
space of continuous antilinear functionals. If 1T is unitary, 1T* ~ 1T in a natural
way. In our situation, 1Tp,o* = 1Tp,o and JpIP(CT"') = JpjP(u)* for CT E MI 0 QR,c'
On the other hand, if u E MI,

for some np(u) E C, since the left-hand side is an intertwining operator for
1Tp,o' As U;AP = uzAp , we llOW see that np(CT) = np(CT). Taking logarithmic
derivatives and residues on both sides of (3), we obtain (5).

Now we shall recall one last property of TJ (a) in the case rk G = rk K 1

namely, its behaviour as a approaches AI. For this purpose, we consider

5J(a) = TJ(a) + A.p(Hß) log laß/2 - a-ß/2 1· FJ(a). (14)

Note that SJ(a) is independent of the choice of the Haar measure on A. This
definition is at slight variance with [lL p. 568, where Arthur uses log 11- a-ßI=
log laß/ 2 - a-ß/ 2

1 - !ß(log aR), while it agrees with [2] and gives rise to the
simple property

SJ(wa) = cM(w)SJ(a)

for w E W(G,A). In particular, witb w = sp we see that 5J (a) is even in an.
Let A III = {a E A : aa #- 1 for 0' E Et \ {ß}}. It has been proved in [1]' p. 568,
that for aI E A1' = AI n A III the limit as aR ---.. 1 of SJ(alaR) exists and is a
tempered distribution. Moreover, the derivative of S(alaR) in aR has a jump
at aR = I, which is an invariant tempered distribution. We shall now give the
details.

1fT is a compact Cartan subgroup of G containing All then there are unique
root veetors X±ß E g±ß such that [Xß' X-ß] = H ß and X ß - X- ß E t. One
special choice is T C K, in which case X _p =0X ß, () being the Cartan involu
tion. Anyway, t = OI + IR(Xß - X_ p), and we put tf} = exp O(Xp - X_ p) for
() E IR. It is known that t'lf = (. Let y = exp ~i (Xß + X-ß) E Ge. Then Ad(y)
leaves 0/ pointwise fixed and maps i(Xp - X- ß) on Hp, thus Ad(y) is a Cayley
transform te ---.. 0(:. If we put O'Y(X) = O'(Ad(y)X) for 0' E ±Ep , X E te, we
get a system E~ of positive reots for (ge, te), and the corresponding funetion

ßr;;:,(exp X) = II (e a (X){2 - e-0'(X){2) ,

aEr;};

11



is correctly defined on the connected group T. Put

for fE C(C) and t E Tn G'. If al E A7' and f E C~(G), then the limits

oß± SJ (aI) = lim dd SJ (al exp tHß),
t-O± t

T . ~ d T(
8ßIJFJ (al) =J~1 dO FJ aIlB)

exist, where t and 0 are real variables. By [2}, Lemmas 8.1 and 8.3, this is even
true for f E C(G). Actually, atSJ (GI) + aii SJ (GI) = 0 because SJ (G) is even
in aR. Lemma 4.1, Theorem 6.4 and Lemma 7.1 of [1] together yield

(15)

for al E AT and f E C~(G). This is a special case of [2], Theorem 6.1,
which extends to f E C(G) by Corollary 8.4 of the same paper. Actually, the
assumptions of the latter result reqire, in addition, that ß~(aI) '# 0, but this
is not important, because otherwisc (15) reduces to 0 =O. COllsult [2], p. 260,
for a correction of the normalizing constants used in [1].

Our next task ia to exploit the results of Warner in [17]. Since the results
of the previoua section are known for dirn K \ C = 2 by Proposition 7 of [12],
we may exclude this case from now on, as Warner does. He uses the techniques
of wave packets. Given a unitary double representation T of J( on a finite
dimensional Hilbert space Vr such that each irreducible subrepresentatioll occurs
with multiplicity one, let L(T) be the finite-dimensional space of functions 1/; :
MI ----+ VT such that 1/;(mlmm2) =T(mt}1/;(m)T(m2)' RecaB timt L(T) ia the
direct sum of aB L(T, er) = L(T) n Ct7 (MI) ® Vr , where C(J(!~ld ia the space
spanned by the matrix coefficients of er E NI[. Using the Eisenstein integral
associated to P and 1/; E L(T, er), and a Schwartz function Q' E C(ia'R), Harish
Chandra has built the wave packet <Po E C(G) ® Vr . By Proposition 8.8 of [17],
if a E A with a Ap > I, the weighted orbital integral of ePo can be evaluated as

where

T•• (a) =~ L. a(A)PTH(a, A) dA + Ra(a),
R

(16)

PTV =1T(k )vT(k- 1
) dk

and H : {a E A : aAP > 1} x iaß - Vr ia a smooth function of polynomial
growth in ,\ such, that H (a, ,\) - 0 for a Ap ----+ +00, uniformlyon eompacta
in (al, A). Note that our A is Warner's iv'\*. He gives a formula for Ro:(a) in
terms of Harish-Chandra's c-functions in Lemma 8.8.

12



Seetion 9 of [17] is an attempt to determine PTH as

(17)

where C(P, u) is a certain constant and n is a scalar funetion not depending
on tP, but only on u. Since this argument contains amistake, we cannot use
the form of PTH given in (17). We only know that, by construction , H depends
linearly oI). tP E L(r, 0"). Nevertheless, it will be convenient to apply seetions
10-13 of [17] in order to interpret (16) in terms of Fourier transform.

Choose a finite subset F C k. and denote by XF E CCO(K) the associatcd
idempotent. Put

C(C; F) = {f E C(G) : XF *K f *K XF = f}.

Recall the decomposition C(C) = CdiB(C) ED Ccon(C), where Cdis(C) is the space
of cusp forms and Ccon (C) is the space spanned by wave packets. The associ
ated projeetions 1 1-+ fdi!, f 1-+ Icon leave C(G; F) invariant, thus C(G; F) =
Cdi!(G j F) EB Ccon (G; F). If I E C(G; F), then 7TP,u). (1) actually acts in a finite
dimensional subspace 1{.,.,F of 1iu , the projector PF on the latter being given
by

PF<!>(k) = fK XF(kl)<!>(k11k) dk l .

Note that 1i.,.,F = {O} unless 0" occurs in 45IMr for some 45 E F.
Now let r be the double representation of K on cco(I( x K) given by

(r(kDvr(k~))(kl, k2) = V(klk~, k;k2 ).

Then Vp = {v E CCO(K x J<) : r(XF )vr(XF) = v} is stable under rand finite
dimensional. Denote rF = rl vp ' Recall that the wave packet is bilinear in

1/J E L(r, (1) and a E C(ioR), hence may be defined on L(r, (1) (9 C(ion). Using
Harish-Chandra's bijection T 1-+ 1/JT from End(1l.,. F) Lo L(Tp, (1), one may build
a wave packet out of 1/J7; (I)' where j(x) = /(x- 1

), ..\ E ias' Summing up
P,,,).

these wave packets, suitably normalized, over aH (1 E Ah and applying the map
VF --+ C, V 1-+ v( I, 1), one recovers fcon (cf. [17], p. 86). If we insert this sum of
wave packets irrto (16), we obtain

TfcDD(a) = ~ 2~ilQ. hF(a,O")..)7rp,u).(j)d..\ + Rf(a), (18)
uEMr R

where hF(a, (1A) is defined by the commutative diagram of linear maps

hp (a,u).)
End(1i u ,F) ) C

~. 1I I
lI(a,A)

L(TF, (1) )Vp

13
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Actually, we have absorbed into hp(o,uA) certain normalizing constants.
The term RJ (a) has been explicated in Theorem 12.8 of (17] as IA'" I times

ßE(a) L 6 q (a)~ p.v. f aATr (8p JPIP(uA ) • JPIP(U,l,)-l7TP,u~ (f)) dA
" 27Tl Jia-

uEMt R

- ~ßE(a) L 8 q (a) Tr (~eg(8pJPI15 (U.l:,l,p) . JPIP(U.l:,l,p)-l )7TP,u(J)) ,
uEMt

ifwritten in our notation. Indeed, for j E C~(G), both terms may be combined
iuto a sum of contour integrals over -Du with upward orientation similar to
(8). Since a contour integral of a (logarithmic) derivative is homogeneous of
degree zero under linear substitutions of the complex variable, we have simply
replaced Warner's iVA'" by our ,,\ = z,,\p and his contour by our one. Note that

1,l,-1
from p. 88 of (17] on, dv stands for the measure ~dv.

In the definition of TJ(a), Warner uses ,,\'" to define the weighting function
V(;l;) , and he normalizes the Haar measure on AR with thc help of the Killing
form. Since we use"\p for both purposes, we may omit the prefacing factor I"\·j.
We would like to have an expression in terms of f instead of j. Given a linear
operator B in a Hilbert space H, let i.J denote thc transposed operator acting
in the dual space of H. If B is of trace dass, so is iJ, and Tr B =Tr jj. Ir 7T is
a representation of G in H, then fr(j) = 'Tr(Jr. In our situation, irp,u ~ 1rP,i}
and JpIP(u)- = JpIP(it). Therefore,

Inserting this and substituting U,l, for (U,l,r = Ö"-,l" we obtain a sum of contour
integrals over Dq with downward orientation. 'rhus Rj(a) equals

- ßE (a) ~ Si} (a) 2~i p. v.la- a->' Tr (7rP,U.1. (f)JPIP( u>. )-18p JPIP( (T>.)) d"\
UEMt R

- ~ßE(a) L 8 b (a) Tr (1rp,u(f) ~(JPIP(uJ>,p)-18p JPIP(UJ,l,p))) .
UEMt

Due to (5),

RJ(a) = ßE(a)-2
1

. p.v. f 8i}(a)Jp (u, f) du + ßE(a) '" neu) 8 b (a)8'11" (f).
'trI JM ~ 2 tT

UEMt

If we multiply (8) through with cE(a), we get

14



and a glance at (18) shows that

hF(a, er>.)(B) =Tr (hp(a, (lT>.rrä)
for all B E End('Ho,p). Thus, in the simplified notation of (6),

It is elear that hp(a, 0).) uniquely determines hp(a, (aAr) E End(1t",p) such
that

1 f -
!p,E(a,fcon) = 21Ti JM Tr(h p (a,er)1rp,o(f))da (19)

for aH f E C(O; F) and a E A' with a>'p > 1. Note that we have defined !p,E(a)
for a E A' only. Of course, it can be smoothly extended to A". However, we
shall define it on tbe singular ~t A \ A' in another, more significant way in
section 6.

Let <l> he a smooth function on M whose values on {a>. : A E iaR} are in

End(1lo ,F) for each lT E MI. We caB <l> Weyl-invariant if

for aH (J" E M, where j is as in the proof of (12). Inserting for f varying wave
packets, one sees that 1rp,o(f) runs through aU \Veyl-invariant Schwartz func
tions on .Nt in the sense described above. Thus, replacing hF by its W(O, A R )

average if necessary, we may assume that that it is Weyl-invariant in the second
variable, and with this property hp ia uniquely determined by (19). In partic
ular, if P C F' C K, then

hence the hp '5 fi t togehter and form a homomorphism h(a , (J">.) from the J( - fini te
aubspace of 1l" into 'Hu .

We already know that I p (a) ia an invari ant distribution, thus 1p (a, f *g) =
I p(a, 9 * f) for aH I, 9 E C(G). If fand 9 run through aU K -finite elements of
C(G), then (19) implies that h(a, er) commutes with aH 1rp,u(g) , and from the
irreducibility of 1rp,u for generic (J" we see that

h(a, a) =np,E(a, ü)Id

for some scalar function np,E. Therehy we havc recovered (17), aod one may
check that np,E = n. However, we shaH henceforth use the language ofinvariant
Fourier transform instead of working with wave packets. Let ua restate what
we have extracted from [17].
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Proposition 2 There exists a smooth function OP,I: on {a E A : aAP > I} x M
of polynomial growth in the second variable and such, that

Ip,:E(a,f) =-ß:E(a) L S.(a)S.(I) + 2~iLflp,:E(a, ü)8•• (I) du
...EGdll

fOT a// JE C(G) and a E A' with aAP > 1. Morco'Ver, Op,l:(a, wo) = Op,l:(a, u)
fOT w E W(G, AR), and Op,l:(a, u) -+ 0 Jor aAP -+ +00 uniformlyon compacia
in (al, u).

Note that the contribution of fdis has been determined in [1], [2]. The K
finiteness assumption on f has been removed in section 13 of (17].

We have indicated the dependence of Üp,l: on P in the notation not without
reasen. Equations (4) and (8) imply

I p E(a, f) = Ip l:(a, f) + ßl:(a)-2
1

. p.V. f 8 o(a) öp~~~) 8 •• (I) du
, , 7Tl JAt fJ u

= Ip E(a, I) + ßE(a)-4
1

. f (8o(a) - 8 w .o(a» Öp~~~) 8 •• (I) du.
J 1nJif J-la

Here we have used that fJ(11) = fJ(a) =fJ( Wo a) and 8p = -8p. The logari thmic
derivative of fJ has a simple pole at a E 1:1] if fJ(a) = O. But, in this case,
WOU ~ a (see [10], p. 195), and the difference of characters makes the last
integrand smooth on M. We may now extend Proposition 2 to all a E A',
a ~ AI, by putting

for aAP < 1. Of course, Op,E remains wo-invariant in (J'.

The notation OP,l:(a, a) has its final meaning only for a E A'. lt will be
redefined on the singular set in section 6.

We corne now to the last part of this section. If fis in the f( -finite subspace
of C(G), then 871:,(/) is a wo-invariant Schwartz fundion of a E Nt supported
on finitely rnany connected components of M = A1] x io'R. Again using wave
packets, one proves that this map 1~ e7l:~(/) is surjective. (This is the easiest
part of the trace Payley-Wiener theorem of [4].) Thus , Proposition 2 allows
U8 to translate the properties of I P(a) colleeted before into properties of 0 P,l: .
E. g., (13) implies

(21)

for w E W(G, A). In order to derive the differential equation for Op,E, we
rewrite (6) as
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As we do not insist that rk G = rk J(, the slight simplification provided by
Lemma 9.1 of [17] is not available. Inserting the last equation and the formula
from Proposition 2 into (9) and varyi ng f E Ccon(G), we obtain in view of
er" (wf) = (A, A}er.. (I) the differential equation

1
Df2p,E(a, er) = (A, A}f2p,E(a, er) +2Q(a)ßE(a)(0,,(a) +8 wo ,,(a», (22)

where A - PE is the E-highest weight of er.
Finally, we study the behaviour of Op,E as a approaches the singular set A/.

By Proposition 2, Op,E extends to a smooth function on A" with values in the
space of wo-invariant distributions on Nt which are tempered on cach connected
component.

This yields nothing new in the case rk G = rk J(, to which we now turn. In
view of the definition (14), let us put

1
'Ifp,E(a, 0'") =Op,E(a, 0'")+ 2Ap(Hß) log laß/2 -a-ß/21·ßE(a)(e,,(a)+8wo,,(a).

(23)
Just as we constructed the invariant distribution Ip from JM in (8), we may
construct an invariant distribution from SI, for which the analogue of Lemma 2
will be true with f2 P,E replaced by 11' P,E. The last terms in (8) are smooth, hence
the behaviour of SJ at the singular set will be inherited by the corresponding
invariant distribution. In particular,

(24)

for a/ E A'l' as a distribution on M. We shall now translate (15) into a condition
on \IfP,I> The Fourier transform of FJ has been calculated in [15]. Ir JE Ccon(G)
then, in our notation,

T 1 r" ~Fl (t) = #(W(M A) in. L..J det(w)<I>E(wt, u)8r " (f)du,
, M WEW(G,T)

where the function <PE is given by

(25)

tI> (t )- Ap(Hß);\ ( )8 ( )sin((B-7TsgnO),\(Hß»)-sinO,\(Hß)
E a/ 9,0'")., - 4 UE aI er aI sin 7T'\(H

ß
)

for aI E AI, 0< JOI < 71'", u E !Yh and ,\ E ioR. Note that our '\(Hß) equals iv
in the notation of [15J. Inserting (25) and the analoguc of Lemma 2 for SJ iuto
the identity (15), we deduce that

at \If p,E(a/, u) - aß Wp,E(al, 0'") = #(W(~,A)) L det(w)8wß~<I>E(wal, u),
WEW(G,T)
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for al E A7', u E M. Here we have put 8wtJlIf(t) = liTTlD_O 15f(t . wte). The

limits 8~ 1JI P, E are understood in the sense of distri bu tions on M.
It is elear that yW(9C, te)y-l = Wege, ac) and that WeM, A) ~ W(MI , Al)

via restriction to 01.

Lemma 2 Let W(G,T,A l ) = {w E W(G,T): WAl = AI}. Then the map
w t-+ W[OI is an isomorphism W(G,T,AI) ---+ W(Ml,AI).

Proof First we show that the image is contained in W(Ml, Al)' Given w E
W (G, T, Al), ywy- 1E is a system of posi ti ve roots for (rnc, oe), thus ywy-l E =
WIE for some Wl E WeM, A). Now s~wllywy-l rnust stabilize Ep for sorne

k E {O, l}, hence ywy-l = WISß~' and wl 01 = WdOll because Ad(y) is trivial
on al.

Next we check injectivity. If w is as above with wl 01 = ld, then w = S~lI with
k E {O, I}. But ßY is a noncornpact root, as one easiIy sees by a calculation in
the centralizer G(ß) of Al, thus W = 1. (Note that the complexified Lie algebra
of G(ß) is gc(ß) = oe + 9C,tJ + gC,-tJ·)

Since W(Ml ,Al) is generated by simple refIections, it remains to show that
solol = So· I01 is in the image for any 8 E E. 1f 8 is strongly orthogonal to
ß (i. e., if Cl' = ß+ 8 f1. Ep ), then 9C,0 commutes with X±tJ, hence with y.
So gC,o rI = 9c,o, and 811 is a compact root. Otherwise, E p = {Cl', er, ß, 8}, and a
calculation in Sp(l, 1) shows that, although 8Y is a noncompact root, the roots Cl'

and Ci are compact. Clearly, SaIJS(jlI leaves 01 invariant, and SalJ sölliol = SolJ 101"
As WeG, T) = W(K, T) is generated hy the simple refleetions in t,he compact
roots, we are done. 0

Since <I>E(wt, u) = det(w)<t>E(t, u) for w E WeG, T, AI), the Lemma aBows
us to write

8twp,E(al,u)-8.äwp,E(al,U) =4rr L det(w)DwtJlJ<I>E(wal'U),
wEW(G,T,Al )\W(G,T)

(26)
The term for w = 1 has a simple expression:

3 A particular solution of the differential equa
tion

In order to determine Op E, we shal! first find sorne solution Öp E of the in
homogeneous differential ~quation (22), which leaves us with th'e associated
homogeneous equation. We shaH check that ÖP,E has basically aB properties
established in the previous section for Op,E, which will finally allow us to con
elude that hoth functions are equal.
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First of all, we want to explicate the last term of (22). If a E Al has E
highest weight >'-PE, then woa has E-highest weight WO"\-PE. Weyl's character
formula and Lemma 1 now imply

~E(a)(eq(a)+ 8 woq (a)) = E fM(w)aw
>,.

wEW(G,A)

lt ia therefore natural to look for a solution of the differential equation

D4J(a,,,\) = (>', >'}4J(a, >') +Q(a)a>'

first, where ,,\ E AA. The expansion

which is convergent for a>'p > 1, auggests to look for 4J in the form

00

,p(a,A)=a>' L (AP,a}Lcn(a,"\)a- na .
a€Et n;1

Inserting thia and rcmembering that Da>' = (>', "\)a>', we get

00

E (>'p, a) L: cn(a, A)((>' - na,"\ - na} - (>', >.))a>.-no
aEEt n::;;l

00

(27)

= 2 L (Ap, a) E na>.-na.
aEEt 0::;;1

As the characters of Aare linearely independent, this implies that

2
co(a, >') = (na - 2"\, a)'

The resulting function 4J ia independent of the choice of the form ( . , .). Using
the fact that 2(>', a) = (0', a}>'(Ha), ,p can be written as

which is absolutely convergent for a>' p > 1 provided A(H 0,) ia not a posi ti ve
integer for any a E L.~. If we exclude, far the time being, these val ues of W A,
the function
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is a solution of (22) for aAP > 1. Note that E~ is independent of the choice

of E. Ir u E Mwith E-highest weight ..\ - PE, then Op,E(a, er) := Op(a,..\) is
our candidate for OP,E.

We can apply (28) to nW1p(w'a, A) for any w' E WeG, A). Using E~tp =
w'E~, we may substitute Q' = w'Q". The obvious substitution in the sum over
w now yields

nwtp(w'a,..\) = cM (w')fip(a, A), (29)

which should be compared with (21). On the other hand, E~ =-E~, thus

for a.\P < 1. In view of (20) it is natural to extend OP,r:. Lo all a E A, a rt. AI,
by putting

- - 1 8p ll(er)
Op,r:.(a, er) =0p,r:.(a, er) + 2ßr:.(a)(8q(a) - 8 wou (a)) JJ(er) (30)

for a.\P < 1. Since ÖP,E - np,r:. = 0P,E - 0P,E' equatiol1s (22) and (29) are
satisfied by the funetion so extended. Let us calculate it explicitly. ßy [8], [10]
or [15],

1
tan(1r'\(Hp)/2), if ß exists and sgn (f = 1,

JJ(er) = const rr ..\(Ha ) x cot(1rA(Hp)/2), if ß exists and sgn (f = -1,

aEEt 1 otherwisc,

where er and ..\ are conneeted a.s before. Thus,

Similarly to how we got (27), we see that

ßE(a)(8q (a) - 8 wou (a)) = L detR(w)cM(w)aw>.,
wEW(G,A)

detR denoting the determinant in aR. Multiplying the Ia."t two formulas and
substi tu ting det R (w) wO' for Q' in the (now inner) surn over Et 1 we finally get
that Op{a, A, sgn er) =Op,E(a, er) equals

1
(

00 na c )w,\ a ua p1rsgnu
2 L cM{w)a L ..\p(Ha ) L n + w..\(Ha ) + sin 1rw..\(H )

wEW(G,A) aEE+ n=O p
p

(31 )
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for aAP < 1 and ,\ E AA with '\(Ha ) r;. Z for any a E Et. Thus, we have

obtained a function np(a,'\} g) whieh is defined for g =±l and ,\ not necessarily
E-dominant and whieh satisfies

(32)

for W E W(G, AJ Ir dimI<_\G > 2, then sgn u = _,A, and we need only the
simplified form Op(a,A) =Op(a,A}-,A).

Lemma 3 The function Op cxtends to a rcal-analytic funetion 071 A" X AA \
AI X AAr'

Proof for rk G = rk K. We rewrite the formula (28) for np(a,'\) as

Singularities eannot oeeur in the terms belonging to the real root ß, beeause
wA(Hp) E ilR. Thus, we fix a eomplex root a E Et and write ,\ = '\1 + AR in
the obvious meaning. Then WAI(Ha ) E IR and WAR(Ha ) E iR. (lt will be elear
from the last assertion of Lemma 4 below that w>,J(Ha ) E ~;Z.) Consequently,
the n-th term in the above surn ia smooth unless w'\I(Ha ) = n , in whieh ease
it becomes

beeause Wo = sß aets triviallyon 01. This ia an analytie function on {a E A :
aAP > I} x ioR, and so is therefore ö,P' In eonnection with (20) we remarked
that

8p J-l(cr)
ßl;(a)(8u (a) - 8 wou (a)) Jl(u)

ia also analytie. Thia proves the lemma in the present ease , since A" = A \ Al =
{a E A : aAP =1= I}. 0

The proof for the ease rk G f:. rk K will be given in short. For this purpose}
we have to look more elosely at the strueture of G. Given a E Et} put C(O') =
{a E A : aO = I}. The eomplexified Lie algebra ce(O') of this group ia the
eommon kernel of a and ii in OC, and we have C(o') = C(ii) C AI with equality
iff a =ß. Of course, A" =A \ UaEl;+ C(O'). Let G(O') denote the eentralizer of

P

C(a) in G. Then A is a Cartan subgroup of G(a), and if ß exists} then G(ß) is
contained in all the other C(O').

Lenlma 4 The group G(O') is conneeted and rcduetive with centre C(O'). The
derived subgroup G(a)l ofG(a) satisfies the same assumptions as C, its absolute
rank is one if a =ß and two otherwise. Moreover, r =exp 1f'i(Ha - H li ) for
0' f:. ß·
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Proof. Let Ge(0') be the centralizer of C(0') in Ge. Hs Lie algebra is

ge(0') = oe + L ge,D,
6E±Ep (a)

where Ep(O') is the intersection of Ep with the subspace spanned by 0' and n.
Henee ge(0') is reductive, and its derived subalgebra haB rank equal to dim(Ca+
ca). The algebraie group Ge(0') is defined over IR and may thus serve as a
eomplexification of G(0'). The real .rank of G(0') is one! beeause A C G(0') C G.
The eentre of G(O') is eontained in C(a) as it must eentralize gC,a, so it equals
C(a).

We assert that 0(0') = G(O')OA. (For the ease 0' = ß, see [1], Lemma 1.3.)
Thus, let x E G(a). Since any two noneompact Cart.an subalgebras of g(u) are
G(a)O-eonjugate, we have x = ym! where y E G(O')O and mE 0(0') normalizes
A. Moreover! there exists the analogue wo(O') of Wo in W(G(O')o!A). Thus we
may assume that m centralizes AR, which means thai m E Mn G(a) = M(a).
Observe that AdBa;(m) fixes both OR,e and cc(a)! which span a hyperplane! so
it is trivial or a simple reflection 8 E W(M, A). In the latter ease, ihere exists
an imaginary root hE Ep with 86 = S. Obviously! h is a root of M(O'), a group
eompaet mod A, and S6 has a representative in M (0')0. In eaeh ease we may
thus assurne that m eentralizes 0c, whieh proves our assertion. If G contains HO

simple factor isomorphie to SL(2 , IR), then A is eonnected , but in the remaining
ease we have A = AO U ,AO 1 , E G(ß)o. Thus we see that G(a) is eonneeted ,
ancl SO is therefore G(a) 1.

Now denote by L the kernel of the map exp : oe -t Ae and by L(0') its
interseetion with the subspaee spanned by Ha and H ö . Sinee Ge is simply
conneeted, L is generated by the fOot system R = {27riH6 : h E ±Ep }. In
order to prove that Ge(a)l is simply eonnected, we have to show that L(a) is
spanned by the root system R(O') = {21f'iH6 : h E ±Ep(O')}. For this purpose,
ehoose areal linear functional AO on 0/ + iOR such, that ker AO n R = R(O')! and
introduee a linear order on O[ + iOR which satisfies Ao(H) > 0 => IJ > O. Then
the basis of R determined by this order must eontain a basis of R(0') ,and our
assertion folIows.

Let us prove the equality 'Y = exp 1f'i(Ha-Hö )' Ir a and Ö are not orthogonal,
then , by classifieation, G(a)l ~ SU(2 , 1), ß=a + Ö, and Hß =Ha + H li . On
the other hand, if a and Ci are orthogonal, then G(O')l ~ Sp(l , 1), ß = (0'+5)/2,
and again HfJ = 1Ia + 1It'i. Thus, we have to prove that exp 7ri(JIa + Ha) =
exp 1f'i(Ha - H li) I whieh is equivalent to the obvious equal ity exp 27riH li = 1.
o

Ir the absolute rank of Gis greater than onel we shall denole the contribution
of the complex roots to Op by n~. Thus ,
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(34)

]n the rank one ease, we simply put n~ = np . lt is clear that our whole
diseussion would remain true if we eonsidercd instead of G the almost direct
product of G with some eompact connected abelian group C. In partieular,
we may replace G, A, M and ~ by 0(0') = O(O')IC(O'L A, M(O') = Mn 0(0')
and ~(O') = ~n(IRO'+IRä). 'Ne ean then define functions O~(a) on (A \AI) x 1\1.
By classifieatioll, ~(O') i= 0 iff G(O')1 is isomorphie to Sp(1, 1).

Lemma 5 We have

Op(a, A, c) = L: L: CM(w)n~(a)(a,wA, c).
{a,~}CEt wEW(M(a),A)\ W(M,A)

Proof. Lemma 1 applies to 0(0')1. Note that the group W(G(O'), A) eonsists
of aB w E W(O, A) whieh leave C(o') pointwise fixed. Thus the formula for
cM applies to 0(0'), too, and we eonclude that cM(a)(W) = CM(W) for w E
W(G(O'), A). In partieular, the analogue of (32) reads

n~(a)(a,wA, c) = E:M(w)n~(a)(a,A, c)

for w E W(G(O'), A), whieh shows that the right-hand side of tbe asserted
identity is weil defined.

We llOW eombine the terms for eaeh {O', ä} in np an cl spli t the surn over
W (G, A). The exterior surn runs over the set

W(G(a),A)\W(G, A) =W(G(a), A)\W(G(a), A)W(M, A)

~ W(G(a), A) n W(M, A)\W(A1, A)

= W(M(O'),A)\W(M, A). 0

Let us eonsider the series

00 0

b(s, z) =~ _z_,
L n + s
0=1

whieh is absolutely eonvergent for 5, z E C with 5 f/:. {-1, -2, .. ,}, Izi < 1, and
conditionally convergent for Izi = 1, z i= 1. This is a hypergeometrie series,
narnelYl

z 1
b(s,z) = --]F(s + 1,1;5+ 2; z) = -(F(S,1;s+ 1; z) - 1),s+ s

and has in similar form been considered in [12]' seetion 4. We have

b(s,z) = z 1,' 1'(1- zq-' dt

for Res> -1, whieh provides the analytie continuation of b(s, z) to all z ~

[1, 00) for the giyen val ues of s. (We might continue b(5, z) across the sli t (1, 00)
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by deforming the contour of integration as to evade the point Z-l. This would
yield a multi-valued fundion with logarithmic branching point at z = 1.) After
that we may analytically continue to a11 s rt. {-1, -2, ...} using the identity

(35)

From this and the definition of b it is clear that liml81 ..... oo b(s, z) = O. We sha11
say more about the asymptotic as 1Im 81- 00 in Lemma 7.

Let us denote the restriction of o~ to the set {a E A : a±>'p > 1} by n~.

The series occurring in n~ may be expressed as

00 -na

~ n _ aw'\(Hn) =b( -w'\(Ha), a-a),

00 na

~ n + :,\(H
o

) =a-Ob(w'\(Ho ) -I,aO).

If aI E A7', these series are conditionally convergent. Ir now rk G = rk K, then
WoCt' = BßCt' = -ö, and a substitution yields

ot(aJ,'\) - Op(aJ,'\) = -~ L f:M(w)a/'" L ,\p(Ho)w'\(~o)
wEW(G,A) a€r:t\{ß}

= ~ L f:M(w)a/'" L ,\p(Ho) (W'\(~iIi) - w,\(IHo )) =0, (36)
wEW(M,A) aEEt\{ß}

because ö runs through Et \ {ß} if Ct' does.
Using the properties of b(s, Z), we may continue n~ as a rcal-analytic func

tion across AT = AI \UntßC(Ct') to the set {a E A : a=f a tt. [l,oo)'v'a E

Et \ {ß}}· The extended function will still satisfy thc differential equation (22).
As in (12], Lemma 22, one shows that

z-lb(s - 1, z) - b(-s, z-l) = L" t·- 1(1 - zt)-l dt

= (_Z)-8 r t , - l (1 + t)-l dt = (_Z)-8 B(s, 1 _ s) = 1r(~Z)-I
J~B_ Sill 7rS

for z tt. [0,00) and 0 < Res < 1, where we use the brauch of the complex power
on C \ (-00,0] satisfying 1I = 1. This equality extends meromorphically to all
s ~ 7l and allows HS to deduce that

ot(a,..\) - Op(a,..\) = ~ L ~M(w)aw>,
WEW(G,A)

X L ..\p(Ha)(b(-w..\(Ha), a-a) - a-ab(w..\(Hn) - I, an))
aeEt\{ß}
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1 A 11"( _a-o)wA(H,,)
= --2 L:: cM(w)a

W L Ap(Ho ). A(H)' (37)sm 7rW a
wEW(G,A) aEEt\{ßl

Proof of Lemma 9 for rk G ::f. rk K. In view of Lemma 5, it suffices to
consider G =SL(2, C), in wbich case E = 0, Ep = {a, a}, alld

n~(a, A) = AP~Ho) (aAb( -A(Ha), a-a) + aAb(-A(Ha), a-~)

+a-Ab(A(Ho ), a-a) + a-Ab(A(Hö ), a-O).

The first and the last term have singularities for AI(Ha ) = n E {I, 2, ...}. But
b(s, z) = n~~J + an analytic function near s = -n, and so the singular parts of
the aforementioned terms combine to the analytic function of (an, AR) ::f. (1,0)

a- A- 06 _ a A- oa = an AR - a~R -nU'

An(Ha ) AR(Ha ) an

Here we have used that Al and na have the same value n on (Ho - Ill!,.)/2, thus
coincide on 01. A similar assertion is true for the middle terms, hence n~ is
analytic for a-a rt. [1,00) and (an, An) ::f. (1,0). In tbe same way we see that
np ia analytic for a O rt. [1, (0) and (aR, AR) ::f. (1,0).

Ir 1 = exp 1ri( Ha - Hö) (in fact, 1 = -Id E SL(2, C)), then i a = i 6 = 1,
1 A = e7l"iA(H,,-Hlt ), thus sin lI"A(Ha ) =1 A sin 1rA(H6 ), and equation (37) special-
izes to

+( ) - _ 7rAp(Ha ) ( ) -1)np a, A - rlp(a, A) - 2sin lI"A(H
a

) 1(a, A - f(a ,A),

where

g( a1, A) = 1Aa[2A(-aI )A(ll" -1l&).

Observe that ;\(H0 - Hö)O' and 2;\ have the same restriction to al, hence 9 is
locally constant on Al \ C(a:). But

f(a,A) =a-A(_aa)A(H,,) - y\a),(_a- li )A(1J&)

for aO r/:. [0,00). We assert that f(o, A) == O. Ir So E W(gC, oc) is the simple
reflection in 0', then SoSl'i = -Id, thus S6A = -BoA Of, explicitly, A-;\(Ha)ii =
-;\ + A(Ho)a:. Thus, f(a, A) =a~tA1(a1, A). Tbe quotient of the two terms in
/(a1, A) equals

(_OI)A(H,,-H&) __ e±7:i(H,,-H&) = 1)..

for a1 -... I, hence g(a1, ;\) -- 1, 1(a,;\) == 0 and n~ = rl p. 0

Finally, we suppose that rk G = rk [( and study the behaviour of np near
the singular set Al. In analogy to (23), we put

q,p,E(a,O") =Op,E(a, 0")+ ~;\p(Hß) log laß/ 2-a-ß/21·ßE(a)(8u(a)+8wou(a)).
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If u E M has E-highest weight A - PE, we put q, p(a, A, sgn 0-) = ~p,E(a, u),
which extends La an analytic function on A" X AA \ AI X AAl satisfying (32).

Lemma 6 If G ~ SL(2, IR), then

l~ h(a, A, e) =Ap(Hß) (,p(I) _ ,p(1 H(Hß)) ; ,p(1 - A(Hß))) ,

+ - _ - _ , COS 1rA(Hp) - €
aß \lfP(1,A,€)-ap Wp(l,A,€) -1rAp(Hß)A(IIß) . A( ) ,

SlIl1r Hp

where A Ein"', € = ±1, and 1/; denotes the /ogarithmic derivative oJ lhe gamma
funetion.

Proof. Let us fix Ap with AP(Hß ) =1 and use the variables t E IRr 5 E iR
defined by aß =e2t , A(Hß) = 5. Then a>" = e"t r

~p(t, 8, €) = t(e"tb(-5, e- 2t ) + e-'tb(5, e-2/) + (e"t + e- 8t ) log(e t
- e- t ))

for t > °and

- ( ) ,'i, ( ) 1(,t -8t) (1 1r€)'ltp t,s,c -"'p -l,5,€ =-2 e -e -+-.--.
s SlIl1r5

Substituting e2t - u for the variable of integration in (34), we get, for Re 5 > -1
and t > 0,

b(s, e- 2t ) + log(e t - e- t) = b(s, e- 2t ) - b(O, e- 2t ) + t

1
00 e2,t-(8+1)u - e-U

= 1 -u du + t
2t - e

-1/J(1) -1/;(s + 1)

as t - 0+. Since, for s # 0, q:, p(t, s, c) - q, p(-t, 5, c) - °as t ---.. 0, we have
proved the first assertion.

In view of the equality

d e- 2(,+1)t
- (e- 2,tb(s e- 21 )) = -2-------:~
dt ' 1 - e- 2t

we have, for t > 0,

d
dt (e-"t(b(s, e-2/) - b(O, e- 2t

))) =se-,t (b(s, e- 2t ) + b(O, e- 21 )).

Therefore,

d - s
dt '1' p(t, s, c) = "2 (e-'Ib(s, e- 2t

) - e,tb( -s, e- 2t ))

-s sinh st log(e t
- e- t ) + cosh st

s 1rB 1
---.. - (,p(l - s) - ,p(l + s)) + 1 = - cot 1rB + -

2 2 2
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as t -+ 0+. Ir t < 0, then

d - d - S,( -,t (1 7rE)-dWP(t,s,c)=-d\llP(-t,s,c)+-2(e +e ) -+-.-
t t s SJn1rS

1rS 1 1rSc
-t -- cot 7rS + - + -.--

2 2 SIn1rS

as t -+ 0-. Altogether,

d - d - COS 1rS - c
lim -lJrp(t,s,c)- lim -d wp(t,s,c)=7rs. .

(-0+ dt t-O- t SIn 1rS
o

In the general case, G(ß)l ~ SL(2, IR). Put p(ß)l = P n G(ß)l. From the
definition (28) and (31) of fl p we see that

- 0 -11P,E(O,O).) = 11p,E(a, u.\) + LlE(a/ )80-(a[ )11P(ß)1 (aR, A, sgo u)

for a E A", U E ~h, A E iaR. Thus,

- 0 -WP,E(a, u.\) =11P,E(a, u).) +LlE(a/ )80- (a/) \Jf P(ß)1 (aR, A, sgn u),

and Lemma 6 together with (36) implies

- - 1lim (\11 p,E(o/aR, 0'>.) - \11 p,E(a/aR ,U.\)) =0, (38)
aR-l

+- -- + 0 - 0aß '.lfp,E(a/, u>.) - aß '.lf p,E(aI, u>.) =aß 0p,E(a/, u>.) - aß np,E(al, 0".\)

cos 7rA(JJß) - sgn u
+ 1rAp(Hß)LlE(aI)80-(a/)A(Hß) sin7rA(JIß) (39)

in the space of wo-invariant distributions on NT which are tempered on each
connected component, provided aI E A~I.

4 Completion of the proof of Theorem 1

We are now in a position to determine the function np,E appearing in Proposi
tion 2. In order to prove Theorem 1, we have to show that this function coincides
with np,E, which was defined by equations (28) and (31). ;

Thus, let

a smooth funct~on on lA \ Al) X M by Lemma 3. This notation is justified as
l1p,E-11p,E = np,E-l1p,E by (20) and (30). Let us again suppose dirn I<\G > 2
and write TE(a, 0') = T(a, ,\), where ,\ - PE is the E-highest weight of 0'. Since
TwE = €A.t{W)TE, we see by varying E that i(a , A) is defined for alt A E AA
and satisfies T(o, WA) = EM(W)T(o, A) for w E W(G, A). By Proposition 2,
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Op,E(a l u) is of polynomial growth in er, and Op,E(a l er) -- 0 as aAP -- +00,
uniformlyon compacta in (all er). The same may be checked immediately for
np,E l hellce it is true for T, too. From (21) and (29) we get

T(wa,'\)::::: €M(w)T(a,,\) (40)

for w E WeG, A). Therefore, T(a,,\) ~ 0 for a->'p ----+ +00 as weil. The
differential equation (22), which is also satisfied by Op,E by construction: implies
that T satisfies the homogeneous differential equation

DT(a, ,\) ::::: ('\, ,\)T (a l ,\) (41)

for a E A \ AI. If we were able to show that Textends to a solution on aB of A,
it would be easy to deduce that T == O.

However, it is difficult to see this directly. Ir, e. g., rk C ::::: rk K, then (24)
and (38) imply that T(alaRl'\) extends to a continuous funetion of aR with
values in the space of skew WeG, A)-invariant distributions on AA which are
tempered on each connected component, while (26) and (39) imply that

'ID e W(G, T, A J l\ W (0, T)
",,#1

(42)

provided al E AT, Here, ~E(t, er) ::::: cI>(t l '\) in the obvious sense. At the moment
we only know that the limit on the left-hand side exists in the aforementioned
space of dis tributions on AA. Note that the contribution from the trivial coset
W (G 1 T, AI) has canceled that from the real root ß. But it would be a tedious
work to deduce from the explicit formulas that the whole expression vanishes.

Instead we only observe some properties of these functions. Taking some
X ::::: B(Xß - X_ p), we have iB'\(Hß) ::::: -'\Y(X), which allows us to rewrite

~(t, '\). AB t~1I ::::: e- 2i9 , the funetion <I>(t , '\) is defined for tßII #- 1, and

~(t exp X,,\) ::::: L: cw(t, '\)ew >'II(X)

WEW(G,T,AJ)

for all X in a neighbourhood of zero in t depending on t. Here the cw(t,'\)
are analytie funetions in >. =1= 0, and WeG, Tl AI) ::::: W(G, T, Al) x {I, SßlI}.
Choosing llOW t E T such that t6 #- 1 for all 0 E ~y \ {ßY}, we get

det(w)<I>(w(texpX),'\)::::: L cw(t,'\)ew>.ll(X)
...eW(G,T,AJl\W(O,T)

",,#1

for X in a neighbourhood of zero in t, where WeG, T)::::: WeG, T)· {l, SßlI}. As
we have excluded the eoset W(C, T, AI)l tP-- ::::: 1 is allowed, 80 we ean apply
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aß" at some point aI exp H E AI, where a~ #- 1 for all fJ E .EY \ {ßY} and H E QI
is smalI.

Similarly, if we choose a E A with aO' rt. (0, 00) for aB 0' E Et \ {ß} I we can
write (37) in the form

nt(aexpH)-Op(aexpH)= L: L dW,O'(a,A)e' ..WA(H)
WEW(G,A) aEEt\{ß}

for aB H in a neighbourhood of zero in o. Inserting these expressions in (42),
we can choase aI E AI such that

ßtT(aI exp H , A) - o"ßT(aI cxp H, A)

= L: ew(aI, A)ew>'~(H) - 2:: E dw,O'(aI, >.)e' ..W>.(H) (43)

"'EW(G,T) wEW(G,A) aEEt\{ß}
... AptAr

for all H in a neighbourhood Uat of zero in OI.
Let us return to the general case (without the equirank assumption) and

expand T(a, >.) into a Fourier series with respect to aI. Each term in the Fourier
series has the form g(aR)aj with 9 E COO(A R\ {1}), jJ E A =AAIl it must satisfy
(41) and g(aR) -+ 0 as a~>'P -+ 00. If (jJ,jJ) #- (A, >.L then g(aR) is a linear
combination of the functions aRl where v E aR C is any of the two solutions of
(jJ, jJ) + (v, v) = (A, >.). The condition on the' limit forces v E 0R and leaves
only one solution on each component of AR \ {l}. Thus , if (A, A) 1= (jJ, jJ) for
all jJ E A, then

T(a , A) = L c;(A)a~±P~,;\

~EA(>')

for a±>'p > 1, where A(>') = {jJ E A : (jJ, jJ) < (A, >.)} I a finite set , and v~,>. E on
is the solution of (jJ, jJ) + (v, v) = (>', A) negative on Cp.

We know that Textends to a smooth function on A" with values in the space
of distributions on AA. Ir rk G i= rk J( I then A7 is open and dense in AI, and
T(alaR, A) is smooth in aR iff C;(A) =0 for all A E A(jJ). Thus , T(a, A) = 0 in
this case.

If rk G = rk J( I then (40) implies ct = c;, and

atT(aI, A) - ßiT(aI, A) = 2 E ct(A)v~,>.(Hß)aj. (44)
~EA(>')

We have seen in (43) that this expression, evaluated at GI exp H for some aI E
AI and all H E Uat I equals a linear combination of characters ew>'(H) of OI,
where w runs through a subset of W(gC, oe) with WOI 1=- OI, i. e., WOR i= aR.
Let B C AA =A x iOn be the set of all >. for which (A, A) 1=- (jJ, jJ) for a11 jJ E A,
and w>. tt. A x oR,C for all w E W(gC, oe) with waR "# OR. This is an open
dense subset of AA. For each A E B, the characters ew>'(H) of 01 occurring in
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(43) are different from those occu rring in (44). Since Ual generates t he grouP u/
and the characters of u/ are linearly independent, their restrietions to Ual are
linearIy independent 1 too. Thus, c~ (A) =0 for aH ..\ E B, Jj E A(..\). This means
T(a, >') = 0 for AE B, hence for all A by continuity.

5 Connection with orbital integrals

In this seetion we are going to express the invariant distributions Ip in terms of
the orbital integrals Je. In view of the identity (6), this amollnts to calculating
the inverse Fourier transform on A of the distribution Op.

So far we have parametrized representations er E M by their E-highest weight
A- pr; E AA. This is not enough in the case cl im K \ G = 2, where A is not COll

nected. As we shaH now have to take this case into account, we shallsometimes
replace A by the character X E A defined by x(a) = O"(a) if dimK\G = 2, and
x(a) = aA otherwise. Thus we write, for a E A', X E A and ! =±1,

where ~a(a, X,!) equals

if aAP > 1,

if aAP < 1.

providecl ..\ E AA is the differential of X. Recall that if X is the E-parameter of
er E Nt in the aforementioned sense, then

(
{

np(a, x, x(,» if dirn J(\G = 2,
np,:da,o-) =np a, X, agn er) =

flp(a, X,-X(,» otherwise.

For certain reasons, we introduce a notation for the inverse Fourier transform
of n~ (see equation (33» rather than np , i. e., we pul. formally

J(~(a, a') = 2~i i n~(a, x, ±x(,»x(a')dX, (46)

--where the measure on AO ~ AA has beeil fLXed earlier and extends in the obvious
way in the case dimK\G = 2, in which A = AO X {1,,}. This measure is
inversely proportional to Ap, hence K p is independent of any normalization
of measures. \\Te shaH reduce the calculation to the case rk G .$ 2, where the
distribution K~ will turn out ta be a funetion. First of all , we have to calculate
the inverse Fourier transforrn of b(s, z).
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Lemma 7 Let mEZ, v E IR, zE C, Izi < 1.

(i) b(mt
p

I z) = (l:;)iu +O(lvl- 2
) as v -+ 00.

(ii) If m 2:: -1, then

{

2ze-mt

1 100

b(m + iv ) lP~d 2t- ---,Z e v= e -z
27T -00 2 0

as an improper integral.

ift > 0,

i/t < 0

(iii) 1/ m ::5 -1, lhen the Cauchy principa/ valne (at v =0) of Ihe same integral
equals

{

::: ~ : z-m/2 for even m} {° if t > 0,
2e~ - 2ze-mt

___z-(m-l)/2 for odd m 2t i/i< 0.
e2t _ z e - z

(iv)
1 100 e(m+lll)t
- p.v. . dv =sgn m + sgut,
7T -00 m + IV

where the principa/ va/tu is necessa1"g for m = 0 on/y.

(v) If E: = ±l, t # 0, then

1 100
( 1 7fE:)' eeltl - 1- p.v. -:- + -.--.- efPtdv = E: .

27f -00 IV sm 7fIV e~ - e- t

In (ii)-(v), the principal value of the integral for t = 0 is half-way between the
one-sided limits t -+ O±.

Note that the right-hand side of (iii) ia regular at e2~ = z.

Proof. Substituting e- 2t for the variable of integration in (34), we get

b (
m + iv ) -100

2ze-
mt

-illtd
2

,z - 2t e t
o e - z

for Izl < 1, m 2:: -1. This ia the Fourier transform of the function J(/) given uy
the right-hand aide of (ii). Let g(t) = /(t) - 1~~ e- t for t > 0 and g(t) = 0 for .t

t ::5 O. As the distributional derivative of 9 ia in LI (IR) and has bounded total
variation 1 ita Fourier transform is O(IV 1-1) as v --1" 00 (see [7J I §3). Thus, t he
Fourier transform of 9 itself is O(jvl-2) as v -+ 00. This proves (i) for m 2:: -1,
and the general case follows from (35) in view of

(
2z 2) 2z ( m(z - 1))z . +--. = . 1+ . .

(1 - z)JV m + w (1 - z)w m +w
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Assertion (ii) follows from the inversion formula fer the Fourier transform, the
convergence of the integral is clear from (i).

Using residue calculus and the formula

1100
sinvt- --dv= sgnt

7r -00 V

(improper integral), one easily proves (iv). Ifwe denote, for any mEZ, by hm(t)
the left-hand side of (ii) taken as principal value 1 then (iv) and equation (35)
imply

hm - 2(t) = z(hm(t) + (sgn m + sgn t)e-mt ).

This allows to prove (iii) by induction. To prove (v), observe that, for m E {O,l}
and Res> 0,

whereby the left-hand side (with s = iv) can be considered as distribution al
Fourier transform . 0

Lemma 8 Let t, 0 E IR, t #- 0, z E C. 1f Izl < 1, then

L
oo
~ 100 b(f» + iv ) im9+ivtd _ z . e

t
-

i9 + 1
2 p.v. 2 1 Z e v - 2'9 t"9'

7r e 1 - Z e -1 - 1
m;::-oo -00

1f Izl > 1, thenthe value of

~ 1 100 (b( m + iv -1) 2) im9+ivtdLJ - p.v. ----, z - --- e v
21r -00 2 m + ivm;::-oo

is given by the same formula. The integrals are conditionally convergent at
infinity, the principal value is taken at v = 0 (if necessary).

Proof For the first assertion, one simply has to apply the summation formula
for geometrie progressions to formulae (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 7, which yields

z (2 2e
t
+i9 + e

2t + z)
e2t - z 1 - e- t+i9 + e2i9 - z .
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This ean be sim plified to the expression stated in the Lemma. In the same way
one obtains

00 1 100 eimS+ivt e t - iO + 1L -p.V. . dv= 'S
m~-oo 11" -00 m + 1V et

-
I

- 1

from (iv), whieh allows to deduee the seeond assertion from the first olle. 0

We shall now calculate K~, as defined by (46), for groups G with rk G :5 2.
By classification, G is then isomorphie to one of the groups SL(2, IR), SL(2, C),
SU(2, 1) or Sp(I, 1). Here, we realize U(2, 1) as the automorphism group of the
hermitian form ZlZa + Z2Z2 + ZaZl, and Sp(l,l) as the automorphism group of
the quaternionie hermitian form ql ih + q2ih. This gives us the possibility, in
each case, to let A be the subgroup of diagonal matrices and P the subgroup of
upper triangular matrices in G. In order to make use of the preceding Lemmas,
we resort to the following explicit parametrizations:

If G = SL(2, IR), let at = diag(e t , e- t
),

if G = SL(2, C), let az = diag(e Z
, e-Z

),

if G = SU(2, 1), let az =diag(e Z
, eZ

-
z , e-.f),

if G = Sp(l, 1), let az =diag(e Z
, e- Z

),

where t E IR, Z E C.

Proposition 3 Let t, t' E IR, z, z' E C, such that t =J:. 0, Rez =J:. 0, t =J:. ±t',
Rez =J:. ± Rez'.
11 G = SL(2, IR), then

ij t > 0,

ij t < O.

/1 G = SL(2, C), then

11 G = SU(2, 1), then
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1f G = Sp(1, 1),

J(p(a~, a~/) = _ ~ Re ( 1 (e~ + e.l: + e~ + e-
7
))

2 e.l+~-l'+~' - 1 e.l - e~ eZ _ e- z'

1 ( 1 (e Z +e7 e~ + e-~'))+-Re +, .
2 eZ+z+z'-~' - 1 eZ - e~' e~ - e-~

The integral in (46) is conditionally convergent at infinity on cach connected
component oJ A.

Obviously, the distribution (depending on a) given by the integrable func
tion J(j;(a, al) is then the distributional inverse Fourier transform on A of

n~(a, x, ±XCy))·
Proof. Let us insert (45) into (46). We shall see in short that one can

integrate, in the sense of Cauchy, the individual terms, i. e.,

k~ (a, a/) = -2
1

. p.v. r «Pa(a, X, ±X(1'))x(a)x(a/) dX.
7Tl JA

Since A(Ha ) = ~(HCi) = -).(Hö ) and aa = al"i for ). E AA, a E Et \ {ß} and

a E A, we have 1Ja(a, X) = f/Jö(a, X), hence ka(a, a') = kl"i(a, a/). We may thus
write

{

t(kt(a, a/) + kt(a, a'-I)) if G = SL(2, IR),
J(± (a a') - '"'p ,- L,.; CA! (w) Re ka(a, wa') otherwise.

WEW(G,A)

The parametrization al resp. a z identifies AO with IR resp. C/27Ti7L., hence
any A E AA defioes a character of AO of the form a;+i6 = eirn8+ivt with m E 7L.,
v E lR (where m = () =0 for 8L(2, IR)) aod will be denoted by ). =Am+iv. We
choose the Haar measure dat = dt on AR, thereby fixing Ap. Thc dual measure
on AA will then be d).m+i", = idv. Now we turn to the various cases of G.

If G = SL(2, IR), then E p = {ß}, a~ = e2t
, and Hß = diag(l, -]) E sl(2, IR).

We have Aiv(Hp) = iv , Ap(Hp) = 1. Remember that l' = -Id alld timt the
Haar measure on AI = {1,1'} has total mass one. Taking into account that
tPaCya , X, €) = <po:(a, X, €), we obtain

k±( m m') - L 1 100

A.. (\ ) m'-m iv(t'-t)
P l' a,,1' atl - - p.v. 'f'ß al, A-i"" ±€ € e dv.2:lf _

O!"=±l 00

Using Lemma 7, we see that if t > 0, then

k:(at, a,,) ={ ~t+t; - I

kt (a, , - Gt') =0,
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if t' > t,

if t ' < t,

whereas if t < 0, then

kita"~a,,) = ± sgo(t - t') + { ~-,-;, - I

± t - t '
k/3 (at,-aj/) =± tanh -2-'

IfG =SL(2,C), then E p = {a,ii}, a~ = e2
", a~ = e21

, W(G,A) = {l,wo}
and woa" = a_". In the eo-ordinate z the veetor Ho: acts as /;. Ir A E AA, thcn

A(Ho:) = lia~I,,=o' henee Am+iv(Ha ) = m1iv , and Ap(Ha ) =!. With thc help
of Lemma 8 we get

CQ 1 jCQ
k ( ) "'" .J. ( \ ) im(8'-8)+iv(!/-j)d

0: at+i8, a"+i8 1 = ~ - p.V. '+'0: at+i8, "'-m-iv e v
m=-CQ 21l" -CQ

1 1 + e(t-i8)-(t'-i81)

- 2(c2(t+i8') - 1) 1 - e(t-i8)-(t'-i8')'

The assertion now follows in view of

Kp(a", a"l) = Re (ko:(a2, a",) + ko:(a", a- z l)).

If G = SU(2, 1), then E p = {er, ii, ß=er + ii}, a?+i8 =et+3i8 , af+i8 = et- 3i8 ,
Ho: = diag(1,-1,O), Hli = diag(O,1,-1) E Qc = sl(3,C), and W(G,A) =
{1,sp}. Sinee a" = exp(zHo: + :ZHli ), we have A(Ho:) = :za;I..t=ol henee

Am+iv(Ha ) = m1iv . Moreover, Ap = ~, Ap(Ho:) = !. Using Lemma 8, we
obtain

1 et'- i81 + et - i8

ko:(at+i8, Gt'+i81) = 2(et+i8+2i81 _ 1) et'-i8' _ et-i8'

IfG =Sp(I,1), then E p = {a,ii,ß = O:ili,o = a;li}, a~ = e2
..t, a~ = eU

,

cl WeG A) {I } {I } S· mJ+ivp 2im8+2ivt h \an ,=,S/3 X , SJ. mee at+i8 = e ,we ave "'m+iv =
~(m8 + ivß), Am+iv(JIo:) = mtv. Moreover, Ap = ~, Ap(Ho:) = !. \Vith the
help of Lemma 8 we see that ka (at+i 8, aj I +i81 ) is given by the same expression
as in the case of SL(2, C).

In eaeh ease, the integrals appearing in Kp turned out to be of thc type
eonsidered in Lemma 7, and sinee t =f. ±t', Re z =f. ± Re Zl, they are eonditionally
eonvergent at infinity. We know from Lemma 3 that the singularities at v = 0
of the various terms eaneel, therefore no prineipal value is neeessary. 0

We corne now to thc main resul t of th is seetion. In the notation of Lem m a 4,
let A(a) = AnG(a)l and P(o:)l = P(a)nC(o:)l, thus A =C(a)A(o:), P(o:) =
C(a)P(a)l. Remember that FJ(a) = eE(a)IG(a, f) for a E A'.
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TheoreIll 4 // fE Ccon(G), a E A', then

Ip,E(a,f)= L 1 _K:(o)l(aola')FJ(coa')da',
{o,fi}CEt W(M(o),A)\A(o)

where we take, for each {a, ä} C E~, a dccomposition a =coao with Co E C(0' ),
Go E A (0'). The fu nclion K:(0)1 is given by Proposition [] as applied to G(a ) 1.

One has to take /<t({3)1 if dirn K\G = 2 and Kp(ß)1 otherwisc.

Proof. Given fE C(G) and X E A, put

Then Owx(f) = f:M(w)Ox(f) for w E W(G ,A), and ifX is the E-parameter of u E
M as explained in the beginning of this sedion, then 6%0" (f) = (-l)#(E)Ox(f).
It is, of course I this equality which leads to (6).

We stick to our conventions concerning normalization of measures, which
also apply if we replace G by G(a)l. Then the compact group AJA(O') has
volume one, and

8x (f) = r x(a) j x(a/)FJ(aa') da'.
JA/A(a) A(a)

Fourier inversion on AJA(a) yields, for each X' E A(;) and a E A,

x(a)Ox(f) = r x'(a')Fj(aa') da'.
JA(O)

(47)

lf X is the E-parameter of a , then X is the (-E)-parameter of u, and
flp,E(a, u) = (-l)#(E)flp(a , X, ±X(,)), where the sign depends on G as de
scribed in the Theorem. By Lemma 5 we now get, for a E A',

r. flp,E(a,~)e%O"(f)du= r .flp (a ,x,±x(..,.))8x (f)dX
JM JW(M,A)\A

= L 1 .fl~(a)(a, x, ±xCy))Ox(f) dx
{a,05}c E t W(M(a),A)\A

= {Q.~:Et; L(M(Q),A)\A(;;) ~ n'J,(Q)(a, x, ±x(-r))Ox(f) dx'·
Xlo4(<»::X '
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Now we insert (45) and consider the sum over X for fixed X':

E cM(w)wx(a)~a(a, wx, ±X(,»8x (!)
xeA.

xl,A(O')=x'

= ~a(a, wXl,±Xl(,» L wx(a)8wx (!)
x€A.

XIA(O')=XI

=~a(a, wX', ±X'(,» r wx'(a')Fj(aa') da'
JA(a)

=~a(aa, WX', ±XI(,»WX'(aa) r wx'(a')Fj(caa') da' ,
JA(a)

W here we have used (47) and the fact that. I/Ja (a, "\, [) depcnds onlyon a mod
C(a) and "\Ia(a). Substituting wal for al and interpreting the result in terms of
G(a)1, we see that the whole formul a takes the form

L.: r _ O~(ap (aa, X', ±Xl(,» r x'(a/)Fj(caa') da' dX' ·
{ } ~+ JW(M(a),A)\A(a) } A(a)
a,a c""p

Each term can be written as #(W(M(a), A)\A(;;)-1 times an integral over

A(;;). By distributional Fourier inversion on the group A(a),

11·-2. Op(a, u)8lr.. (f) du
1TJ M

is given by the right-hand side of the asserted formula. In view or Theorem],
this is what we had to prove. 0

6 Passage to the limit

So far, the weighted orbital integral JM (m,!) was on Iy den ned for m E M n GI.
In [4L J. Arthur has generalized the definition to any m E M. 'Ne shall now
recall this definition for our special situation of real rank one groups and extend
Theorem 1 to the limiting cases.

The extension proceeds in two stages. First of aB, the definitions (1) and (2)
make still sense for f E C~ (G) and those m E M for which G~ c M, because
the integrals are compactly supported and v(xy) = v(x) for y E Gm. Indeed,
y normalizes G~ and its unique maximal IR.-split torus AR. Thus y represents
some w E W(G, AR), and the M-invariance of v reduces our assertion La the
case y E K, which has been dealt with in conneetion with (11). Also, there
is no problem in defining the invariant distribution Ip(m, f) by equation (8).
However, IDa P/2 is only upper semicontinuous, and if one passed to the limit
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in a naive way, one would simply get zero in view of (13) and (21). Incidentally,
one may prove that G~ c M iff Gm C M. Indeed 1 in the preceding argument,
y tt. M ==> m E MI I which suffices if areal root exists. Otherwise one has to
use the assumption that G ia contained in its simply conneetcd complexification,
which is essential here, as thc example diag(i,-i) E SL(2, C)/{± l} shows. Since
the condition G~ c M ia the one which generalizes, we shall not go into detail.

Let us again fix a Cartan subgroup A of M. Now a E A satisfies G~ c M
iff a E A". As before, we choose a half-system E of positive fOOts for (mc, oe),
which enters implicitly in FJ(a) and TJ(a) as defined in section 2. Given a E A,
let Ea = {Cl' E E : aa =I} and define E'E(a) by

TI (e a (H)j2 - e- a (H)/2) = E'E(exp H)lDM(exp H)1 1/ 2 .

aEE\E..

This is consistent with our earlier notation for a E A', aod CE(a)4 = 1 as
before. We write Jo,E(a,f) =E'E(a)Jc(a,f), JM,E(a,f) =cE(a)JM(a,f) and
Ip,E(a, f) = cE(a)[p(a, f) for a E A".

Following Harish-Chandm, we introduce the element

of the symmetrie algebra S(aI,c) C S(oe), which depends implicitly on E. Of
course, Il a = 1 for a E A' ,and we shaH write n = n1 . Elements of S( oe) may
be considered as polynomial functions on tlc. Let us denote, for each p E S(ac),
by Dp the corresponding invariant differential operator on A. Then

The positive integer GM.. depends only on the group M a , and one has

Now Harish-Chandra's forrnula

(see [9J, p. 33) follows as weil as

lim Dn.. TJ(a/) = GM.. JM,E(a,!).
a'-a

Moreover, from (8) we get

(48)

where a' has to remain within A'.
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Theorem 5 If a E A" and f E C~(G), then

provided we define OP,E as lollows. 11,\ - PE is the 'L.-highest weight 01 u E M
with O'IAR "# 1, then

Op,E(a,O') = ~CM~ E [M(w)aw
>, E ITa(sow,\)<jJo(a, WA, sgn 0'),

WEW(G,A) oEEt

where tPa(a, A, e) is given as in (45). Moreover, Ip(a) is a tempered distribulion
for a E A", and Op,E(a, 0') depends real-analytically on u E Nt.

I refrain from writing l1p(a,'\) here because this funetion of ,\ depends on E
(through TI). Observing that, for W E W(Ga,A), one has tPwa(a, WA) = tPa(a , ,\),
IIa(swa wA ) = lla(wsa ,\) = [M" (w)IIa(sa,\) and [M" (w) = CM(W) by Lemma 1,
one can replace the sum over W(G,A) by #(W(Ga,A)) times a surn over
W(Ga , A)\W(G, A).

For the proof we need a lemma. "Ve denote by Sr(ac) the subspace of
elements of degree at most r. Let X be an indeterminatc.

Lemma 9 If 0' E 'L.t, pE Sr(OI,C), then there exisls q(X) E Sr-l (oe) C9 qX)
such, that

for all a E A \ Al, A E oe and C = ±1, where we consider q as a meromorphic
Junction on C X oe' Moreover, (1 - xyq(X) is a polynomial in X.

Proof. Tü start with, let us exclude the case 0' =ß, a>'p = 1. Then we have,
für H E oe and a±>'p > 1,

and therefore
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In the exceptional case we excluded , there is an additional term

If we restrict H to al,C, then H =sß H, and the lemma follows for p =H, since
saA(H) = A(Sa H ).

Let us now prove the lemma for general p by indudion on r. For r = 0 there
is nothing to prove. We assume that the assertion is true for p E Sr(al,c) aod
let H E al,C' Then

DHp(a>'<Pa(a, AI f)) = p(saA)DH(a>'<Pa(a, A, f)) + Dl/(a>'q(aa, ).))

>. ( ).p(Ha)a(H)
= a P(SaA)saA(H)<Pa(a, A, f) + 1 _ aa p(sa A)

+,\(H)q(ao,,\) + a(H)aOq'(aO, A)),

where q'(X) = *q(X). Now (l-Xy+l q'(X) ia a polynomial, and t,he last three
terms have degree at most r in ).. This proves the assertion for Hp E Sr+t{Ol,C),
and the general case follows by linearity. 0

Proof of Theorem 5. In view of formula (48), we only have to apply Dn
Q
~and

pass to the limit a' --+ a in Theorem 1. Concerning thc contribution [rom Gdi8'

recall thet LlE 6,.. is explicitly given in [9], p. 96, as a linear combination of char
acters on each connected component of A". Being skew W(.1\1, A)-invariant, this
function may be written as a linear combination of terms ßE80 for appropriate
(J' E M. Therefore 8 1r is smooth on A", and

I tremains to show that the expression

(which clearly defines a real-analytic fundion of ,\ E AA in view of Lemma 3)
is given by the formula stated in the Theorem. Thc preceding lemma teIls us
that both expressions differ by ~CM~ times

lim ~ fM(w)a'w >, '""'" qa(a,a, w).)
0 1-0 ~ ~

WEW(G,A) o:EEt

= L },i~a Dqa(ala)(ßE(a')(8u(a') + 8 woo (a'))).
aEEt

Let us consider a monomial H1 ... Hk entering in qa(aa), where k < #(Ea ) by
the preceding lemma. If we apply DH1 ...H Io according to the Leibniz rule to
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ßI;(a')8 d (a'), whieh is the product of n~EE" (a'~ - 1) wiLh a smooth funetion,
then we get a surn, in eaeh term of whieh at least one faetor (a'~ - 1) remains
undifferentiated. Thus, in the limit a --+ a' we get zero. 0

We turn now to the definition of JM (m, f) for m E At with G~ ct M. In
this ease, m E MI, and JM(maR,f) blows up aB aR --+ 1 in AR \ {l}. Let ßm
be the only reduced root of (gm, UR) posit.ive on the ehamber Cp, and define
the eoroot Hß... E OR by ßm(Hß"J =2. It follows from Lhe ealculations in [11,
seetion 4, that the limit

exists for f E C~ (G) and equals

JM(m,f) = IDo(m)jl/2 r r 1 j(kn'mnn'-lk- 1)6m (n)dndn'dk,
lK lN/N". N".

where K is such that its Cartan involution 11 stabilizes AR, the Haar measure
on N is so normalized that

r f(x) dx = r r r f(kna) da dn dk,
10 lK lNlAR

and the function bm on Nm ean be described as folIows. If X E gm,ß"., Y E
ßm,2ßm and X 'I 0, then

V2IXI
6m (exp(X + Y)) = Ap(Hß... ) log-;:-,

where IXI2 = -{X,OX} and r m = IHß".I. Although the function .Q." (a) used
in (1J vanishes whenever Ea #- 0, it ean easily be replaeed by IDo(a)11/2 without
irnpairingthe argument. Note that P and P are interchangeable in the definition
of JM.

The function jm(X) = PIXI appearing in the definition of bm ean be char
acterized as folIows. It is the square rooL of an MI,m-invariant positive defi
nite quadratic form on gm,ß... , aod j(X) =1 iff (X, Hß,.,., -OX) is a Lie tripie
(cf. [13]). Indeed, if X E ßm,ßm' then OX E gm,-ß".' and [X, OXJ E t1lm. As
O[X,OXJ = -[X, 8X], we see that [X,8X] is a multiple of Hßm • Our assertion
now follows frorn the equality

Of course, hoth Jm and the measure on N depend on the choice of f{.

Our definition of JM (m, f) for G~ ct M, which generalizes (14), slightly
differs from the general one given in [41, where J. Arthur uses aß"" instead
of aßm /

2 in order to cover the p-adic case. In this connection, cf. his remark on
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p. 289 bottom. In [17], section 15, G. Warner has given a different expression
for JM(m, f), which obviously converges for f E C(G) and shows that JM(m, f)
is a tempered distribution.

Next we look at the definition (8) and insert maR. As the last two terms
are continuous in aR, we may put

Ip(m , f) = lim (Ip(ma R ' f) + >'p(Hp",,) logla~... /2 - a~ß ... /21· JG(maRl f») .
aR-l

lf we specialize m = aI E AI, we may define Ip,E(a/ 1 J) = [E(al )Ip(Ull f).
Of course, we are now going to pass to the limit in Theorem 5. For each
1r E Gdis, the function aR l---> IDG(alaR)1 1/ 2ell"(aluR) is even and equals a
linear combination of characters on each conneeted component of A'Ji. Thus we
mayextend it to UR =0 by continuity.

Theorem 6 If al E Al and f E C(G), then 1p,E(a/, f) is still given by the
formula from Theorem 5, provided we define Op,E(a/, er) as folIows. 1f >. - PE

is the 'E.highest weight of er E !VI with erlAR =/; 1, then

Op,E(a/,er) = ~CM~I E EM(w)ajA L naI (sez w ..\)4'ez(a/'w>'),
WEW(G,A) aEE~

wh ere 4'a (a I I >') is defined as be/ore i/ aI =/; 1 (the senes now being only con di
tionally convergent), while

if al = 1. Here, 1/; denotcs the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function.
Moreover, flp,E(al' er) depends real-analytically on er E M.

Remember that -1/;(1) is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. The remark made
after Theorem 5 applies here as weil.

Proof. Since logla~m/2 - u~ßm/21 = logll - ai/'" I+ ~ßm (log aR), we can
write, with the abbreviations a == al aR, ß' =ßaI'

This formula remains valid for any f E C(G) (cf. [17], Lemma 15.2). Thus, our
assertion would be true if we defined Op,E(a/, er) to be thc limit as UR --+ 1 cf
np,E(a, er) plus
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in the space of wo-invariant tempered distributions on M. Ir we assume that
an -. 1 while a>;{ > 1, then this limit equals

~C-l " cM(w)a'[A2 M gI L..J
wEW(G,A)

x lim ('" IIaI (so WA)~o( a, WA) + Ap (HfJ' )lIaI (WA) log(1 - arl,)) .
aR-+l L..J

oEEt

Ir ai =1= 1, then limaR -+l ~o(a, A) = 4Jo(a/, A). lt remains to consider the contri
bution from ~ta = {n E ~t :ai = I}.

Note that lo'g{l - z) =-b(O, z). Equaiion (34) implies

11 e-1
lim(b(s, z) - b(O, z» = -- dt
:-+1 0 I-t

for Re s > -1. The substitution t = e-U shows that ihis equals 1/;(1) - 1,b(s + 1),
and the equality extends by analyiicity io all s 'I:. {-I, -2, ...}. Applying this
formula to ~O(a, A) = Ap(Ho)b(-A(Ho), a-O), we see that,

lim ( " IIaI(soA)~o(a, A) + Ap(HfJl )lIaI (A) log(I - aI/'))aR-+l L..J
oEEt,AI

where tPo(aI, A) is as defined in the Theorem and

The existence of limaR -+l Op,E(a, u) in the space of tempered distributions im
plies the curious fact thai

L cM(w)ajApaI(WA) =O.
wEW(G,A)

This proves our formula and shows that the limit exists pointwisc on M \ MI.
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We come now to the smoothness of nP, E (0 I I a). First of aH , we 0 bserve that,
for AI E oj c and HE 0/,e, we have (SaAI-SljAI)(H) = AI(Ha+Ha)o:(H) =O.
Thus, I1 ar (saAI) = I1aAsaAd for aH Al E AAr' Ir 07 #- 1, then , as we have
seen in the proof of Lemma 3,

L: [M (w)ar>. (tPa(al, WA) + tPa(a/, WA))
wEW(G(a),A)

is real-analytic in A E AA. Since tPa (a / , A) has at most simple poles on the
subset AAr C AA, it follows from the prececling remark that

L €M (w)aj>' (I1 ar (SCfA)tPa(a/, WA) +flar (SliA)~ü(al, WA))
wEW(G(O'),A)

is real-analytic, too.
As for the roots 0: with a1

phic function for Re s near n
fixed AI(H Cf) = n,

1, we recall that ,p(s) = n ~, + a holomor
E {-l, -2, ...}. Therefore, if A E AA with

aod the above observation shows that this whole expression is analytic. In
analogy with Lemma 5 it is easy to see that np,E(a/, a) is a linear combination
of functions of tbe two types just considered. This implies our assertion. 0

Remark. Obviously, Par (A) depends only on the restrietion of A to aar' Jf
we consider Gar in the role of G, we see that Par = O. lt would be interesting
to have a direet proof for this fact, i. e., for the identity

L Ap(Ha)sa ß = Ap(HßJIT.
oEEt

Corollary. Ir ( lies in thc centre of C, then np,E(C 0-) = (>.np,E(l, 0'), and

where deO') denotes the degree of 0' allel the other notations are as in Theorem 6.
This follows from Theorem 6 if one remembers that n(so wo..\) =n(s_wOO'..\) anel
wo>"(Ha ) = -..\(H- woo ).

FinaHy, let UB have a look at the case whcn f belongs to the space C(C//K)
of K-biinvariant functions in C(G). If now 1f E GtemPl then 1f(/) = 0 unless
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7r ~ 7rP,h, where 1 = IMI is the trivial representation of MI, and ..\ E ioH.
Let c(..\) be the restriction of thc intertwining operator JPlp(1).) to the one
dimensional subspace of J(- invariant vectors in 1l l , and let 8). (f) = e~l). (I)
denote the spherical transform of 1 E C(Gjj K). Then the definition of Jp(u, f)
simplifies to

8p c(..\)
Jp(l).,f) =-8).(f)~.

Using definition (8) and Theorem 1, the weighted orbital integral JM,r.(a, f) =
€E(a)JM(a, f) for a E A' can now be expressed in terms of 8).(1), namely,

(49)

where

1 ( _). öpc(..\) ). öpc(-..\))
OM,E(a,..\) = Op(a,..\ + PE) - 2"~E(a) a ~ + a c( _..\) .

By forming the even part in..\ we have canceled the simple pole of thc logarithmic
derivative of c(..\) at ..\ = O. For the function c(..\) , one has the explicit formula

(see, e. g., [11], eh. IV, Theorem 6.4), which also shows that n(lM/) = L
Here, m(ßI) is the multiplicity of the only reduced root ßI of (0, OR) positive
on Cp , pp(H) = t Tr adn(H) for !! E OR, and the constarrt Co depends on the
normalization of the measure on N. Thus,

öpc(..\) =!..\ (H ) (2~f'( 1 ..\(H ))c("\) 4 p ßl 'f' 2 ßl

-"'Wm(pd + 2+ A(Hp,))) - "'WH pp )(Hp,)) - 2 log 2).

It is an easy matter to extend (49) to the limiting CaBeS, using Theorems 5 and 6.
E. g.,

where
1 (8p c(..\) ÖPC(-"\))

OM(1,"\) = Op,E(l, 1).) - 2 ~ + c(_..\) .

Of course, Op,E(l,1 A ) is given here by the corollary of Theorem 6. For this
special case, the function OM(1,..\) has been calculated earlier with the help
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of the inversion formula for t he Abel integral transform . Namely, i t follows
from (16), Theorem 9.3, that O/l-E(l,..\) equals

~,\p(HßJ (V; (m(fl») + V;(l) - t/J(1 + !,\(HpJ) -ljJ(1 - !,\(HßJ)) .

Unfortunately, our formulas imply a more complicated expression for OM(1, ,\).
I have checked the equality of both expressions for rk G :::; 2 using the duplication
formula 2t/J(2s) = t/J(s) + ljJ(s + 1) + 210g2, but I did not find an argument for
variable rank. Since both formulas are proved, this is, of course, only a cross
check.
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